About the Conference

The seminar aims to bring together experts from different disciplines of Science, Agriculture & Allied Sciences, Technology & Management to present state-of-the-art papers, real world applications and innovative techniques to cope up with climate change and offering recommendations for planning and implementing strategies for sustainable development. It will be an excellent occasion for experts and young scientists to interact with renowned scientists and corporate officials in the field of science, technology and management so as to refine their academic, managerial and scientific acumen.

About the Society

SFSN was established in year 2004 at Lucknow and is the eminent academic Society of India dealing with all branches of science. It aims to promote scientific and technological research concerned with the problems of the national welfare. Society proudly co-operates with other organizations in India and abroad, having similar objectives, and appoints representatives of the society to act on national and international bodies.

About the FDDI-Fursatganj

FDDI-Fursatganj Campus is located at 12th k.m. milestone on Raebareli-Sultanpur Highway (Approx. 90 k.m. from Lucknow) The campus is spread over 10-20 acres and is situated in a calm and serene surrounding with the state-of-the art housing & buildings having a built-up area of approximately 3 lacs sq. ft. Besides ample air-conditioned classrooms, technical workshops equipped with modern state-of-art machineries, it has conference halls, seminar halls, auditorium, computer labs, Design Studio, CAD-CAM lab and the library along with fully furnished separate Girls & Boys Hostel. This makes FDDI-Fursatganj a most modern and world class campus.

Abstract

Abstracts (in about 250 words) of the papers to be presented in the conference are invited strictly in consonance with the central theme latest by 30th August 2019, in MS Word file as attachment. (Email: sfsn.seminar@gmail.com) Besides the mainstream addresses, following subthemes will also be incorporated for discussion in different technical sessions:

Sub Themes

1. Climatic change impacts soil, water, bio-resources and biodiversity.
2. Genetic improvement and biotechnology in relation to climatic change and food security.
3. Post harvest technology and value addition for food security with technology Sectors.
4. Nano technology for increasing productivity in agriculture and different field of Science.
6. New trends in home science with regards to various disciplines in changing environment.
9. Interactions with science, agriculture and management with changing climate.
10. Livestock research and developmental programmes.
11. Recent trends in Engineering and Management Sciences, Market interventions, Innovation and Recent Technologies.
12. Environmental Science, Languages, Sport, Yoga, Social Sciences with Humanities.
13. Recent trends in Leather, Retail and Footwear Technology.

Important Dates:

Last date for Submission of abstract 10 Oct.’ 2019
Last date for Submission of Research Paper 10 Oct.’ 2019
Last date to apply for SFSN / GESA Award 15 Oct.’ 2019

Society will also encourage the researchers by Best Oral Presentation, Best Poster Presentation award in different technical sessions.
Registration form

Name: ..................................................

Designation: ..................................................

Association: ..................................................

Address: ..................................................

Phone: ..................................................

Email: ..................................................

Title of the paper: ..........................................

Paper presentation: Oral / Poster

Registration fee amount Rs.: ..................................................

Mode of payment: DD/Cash/ online transfer

Date and DD no./Transaction no.: ..................................................

(DD in favor of Society for Science and Nature, payable at Lucknow, U.P., India.)

Date: ..................................................

Signature of the Applicant

Note:

- Free Accommodation will be provided to the aspirant in Girl’s and Boy’s Hostel separately on first-come first-serve basis.
- Accommodation will be provided on paid basis in guest house, hotels /lodges on prior intimation.
- Abstract/ Full Papers should be submitted through email, soft copy in MS-Word format only.

E-mails for correspondence

sfsn.seminar@gmail.com
ecosustainable@hotmail.com
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